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A CRISTMAS MESSAGE J STAFF INTRO 

As the Holiday Season is upon us, we find ourselves reflecting on the past year, and the struggles 
we have all faced in this unprecedented time. The C0VID-19 pandemic has been challenging to 
navigate and has been especially difficult on families this time of year as we usually gather and 
celebrate this joyous season together. The Coasters extends its ongoing support and assistance, 
and we wish you continued strength, health, and much happiness. We will get through this and 
become as resilient as ever. We value our relationships with the communities and our partners as 
well as those who have helped to shape the Coasters Association in a most significant way and 
look forward to working with you in the years to come. We extend our absolute best wishes for a 
Happy Holiday season and a New Year filled with peace and prosperity. 
From the Board of Directors and staff of the Coasters Association 
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COASTAL 
SUMMIT· 
2020 . . 

VIRTUAL EVENT 

From November 2nd to December 9th the Coasters Association held a series of summits via Zoom, across the 
territory. Starting off with the Coastal Summit: Engaging Vibrant Communities. This summit met with each 
Community/Municipality (9) individually along the coast to discuss challenges and opportunities in 
accessing and developing programs and services as well as the socio-economic development of our region. 

The second summit was the Leadership Summit: Engaging and Harnessing Political Capacity. This was a 
two-day event with partners, Municipal councils and local committees across the territory. This provided the 
opportunity to share data, what has been accomplished, challenges being faced by municipalities in 
accessing and developing programs and services, and to discuss where we go from here as a region. 

The final event was the Partnership Summit: Building the Lower North Shore Economy through a Social 
Innovation Model. This two-day event allowed our industry partners, University, CCTT's and government 
partners to discuss the rebuilding of the Lower North Shores economy. This was an opportunity to share 
accomplishments of the Coasters Association's Northern Research Center (NRC) division, challenges of 
business and non-profits in access and development and to discuss the next five (5) year priorities of the 
Coasters Association Inc- NRC. It was a great opportunity for partners to meet with the key industry 
stakeholders firsthand, as well as, understand how the region needs to move forward ... along with 
showcasing the reality and challenges of the isolated northern communities. 

The summits were a resounding success, and the Coasters Association expresses its appreciation to all the 
community participants, municipal and local committee leaders as well as our government, university and 
industry partners. Special thanks to Christopher Skeete - Parliamentary Secretary, William Floch of the 
Anglophone Secretariat, Doug Griffiths from 13 Ways, Kim Hayes from Project Rural and the keynote speakers; 
Trent Fequet, CEO of Steel River Groups and Pierre Erwes of Bio Marine. Thanks to the panel facilitators and 
the panelists that aided in sharing the work over the last few years of the N RC, and a special thanks extended 
to Hugh Maynard who facilitated all the events. We look forward to continuing this positive momentum in 
2021 with the creation of wellbeing plans for the Lower North Shore. The results of the summits will be 
compiled and a report will be produced in the New Year which will be available to the public. 

These events would not have been possible without the financial support of the Anglophone Secretariat. 
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THIS CHRISTMAS 

SHOP LOCAL 
Support the businesses that 

support your children's hockey 

league, your school's fundraisers, 

your community ... 
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